Top 10
Reasons to use AlphaTrust® e-Sign
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Branding
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Customer Experience
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Control and Execution
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Small Screen Optimization
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Strategic Alignment
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Faster with Lower Bandwidth Requirements
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Customer Interaction
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Lower Risk

9
10

Your solutions come first! Passing documents “outside” to be signed is unnecessary and creates greater risk. Drive
greater value and higher margins by providing e-Signature services within your application. Enhance your brand!

Separate authentication or a different user interface is unintuitive and presents poorly. You’ve spent significant
resources refining a specific and unique customer experience- don’t force the use of a separate tool for e-Signature.

Your tech stack is your environment, and under your control… so why isn’t your e-Signature solution? You control
the authentication, process flow and all other aspects, providing the best experience for your customer and your
value proposition.

Adobe documents can be a challenge on small screens: there’s a better way. AlphaTrust Web Forms© can easily
create appropriately sized forms automatically that support all screen formats, from laptops to tablets and phones.

AlphaTrust is focused on delivering the best solution and business terms geared specifically to software companies
for embedding e-Signature solutions. AlphaTrust OEM solutions are software company centric.

Hosting e-Signature in your tech stack provides many benefits- allowing e-Signatures to be managed without
sending off documents increases overall performance, lowers bandwidth, improves the client experience, and
creates one compliance, risk, and security story.

It’s your application and your customer, so why aren’t you dealing with them directly for e-Signature? AlphaTrust
e-Sign will become a part of your solution- not a separate bolt-on, and no one from AlphaTrust will be speaking
separately with your customers.

Eliminating the need to send the transaction and documents “outside” provides a more streamlined, manageable
and secure implementation.

Faster Implementation

AlphaTrust has several implementation options, including everything from a prompt-driven wizard to a detailed API.

Lower Cost, Higher Margins

AlphaTrust understands the need for software service providers to add value and make money. Our objective is to
provide the best solution and the best value in the market.
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